The Mission of TEN is to provide
educat10n & informat10n
for HIV-positive individuals in
Colorado. In addition, we strive
to empower individuals to be
proactive in their mental and
physical health and well-being.
The newsletter is a peer-based
collaborative effort, and we
encourage material written and
contributed by poz individuals
to achieve our goal of being
“by the community, for the
community.” We believe that
“knowledge is power” and that
individuals have a lot to learn
and gain from each other
by sharing their experiences
and information.
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Stamper Receives Carl Frazier Award

T

EN (Treatment Educat10n Network) and SIN (Strength In Numbers)
Colorado have chosen Anthony Stamper to receive the 2011 Carl Frazier
Memoriam for excellence in HIV community advocacy.
y The local recognition
g
began in 2009 as a response to the untimely losss
of one if its members in July 2008. The CFM wass
created to commemorate Carl, as well as promote
e
a stronger sense of community among Colorado’ss
HIV positive citizens. The 2009 recipient was Arthurr
Powers and the 2010 recipient was Michael Beatty.
This will hopefully continue to grow as a mechanism
for the poz community to say Thank You to ourr
own. Anthony is a shining example of consistentt
community input (his bio follows). The award wass
presented at the annual Tim Gill Endowment Fund
Community Educat10nal Forum on March 8th.
As a resident of Denver since 1983, Anthony was diagnosed with AIDS in April
1996 while working on a Bachelor of Science in Urban Studies at Metropolitan
State College of Denver. Due to the advent of HAART in 1996 and the exceptional
health care provided by Denver’s HIV/AIDS physicians and clinics, his viral load
has been undetectable since October 1996 and his CD4 count has risen from 2
(continued on page 2)
in 1996 to over 400 today.

In The Aftermath

I

by Rod Rushing

n the aftermath of the Berlin patient and the horrifying
and looming deficit crisis, and the growing national ADAP
waiting list, I found myself nervously wondering what this
year would bring. Personally, I have considered myself quite
y
ffortunate to have uncovered a dream for my life with so many
chances that had previously gone sour, so it doesn’t always
c
sseem appropriate to want for more. But the human in me
can’t help but keep searching. And so that is what I do.
c
(continued on page 2)

“An Angel Gets Her Wings”

SIN Colorado is a Gay Poz Men’s
Social Network supported by
Treatment Educat10n Network

As we go to press, Elizabeth Taylor has
completed her journey. We humbly laud and
honor her incredible life. The whole world off
HIV/AIDS has been deeply affected by her
tireless work and endless generosity towards
research, treatment, and services for PWAs:
and the necessary funding. We cannot even
imagine where we would be right now, had she
not been that special champion for all of us.
We can only exclaim that truly:
“An Angel Gets Her Wings.”

Photo courtesy Michael Buckner

In The Aftermath
(continued from page 1)

The 4th year of TEN finds us on the verge of perhaps
amazing changes in the world of HIV. ADAP funding issues
are ballooning throughout these 50 states, including our
own Rocky Mountain gem. Don’t fool yourself; there will
be some very uncomfortable changes. This can hardly be
avoided. There will be some changes around HIV meds,
maybe using them for prevention as well as treatment, the
cost to each of us (YES THIS INCLUDES CO-PAYS FOR
SOME), and the access of meds for each and every one
of us. And there should be some new offerings in the drug
pipeline, too- both for HIV and Hep-C. TEN recommends
you keep abreast of what is evolving with ADAP in the
coming year. Stay closely tuned on this one.

Stamper Receives Award
(continued from page 1)

From 1997 to 1999, Anthony was employed at Colorado
AIDS Project as the Assistant Financial Assistance
Administrator overseeing the Insurance Continuation
Program. Since October 1999, he has been employed
by the City & County of Denver as Contract Administrator
advocating for persons living with HIV/AIDS in the Denver
Office of HIV Resources, which administers the Ryan White
Part A funds for the Denver Metropolitan Area. Stamper
served on the Denver GLBT Commission from May 2004
to May 2009 representing Denver LGBT persons living with
HIV/AIDS. He received a Master of Public Administration
from the University of Colorado at Denver in 1999 and a
Master of Urban and Regional Planning from the University
of Colorado at Denver in 2009. Anthony is currently a
member of the American Planning Association and the
American Public Health Association serving on the HIV/
AIDS Strategic Planning Committee.
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I love this issue because it highlights the majesty of modern
science merging with the local diversity of our communities.
The remarkable resilience that has metamorphosed for life
with this virus, is evidenced and reflected by the contributors
on these pages. As we live our lives with HIV, we make up
some of the toughest practitioners, the keenest information
sources, and the most resource-savvy and resilient experts
in the field.
Highlights from CROI, opportunities to recover (from a
myriad of things), laughing at ourselves, and learning to
turn our faces to the sun have become just some of the
treats we hope to share with you. This journey of survival
becomes much more bearable with others to share it. I
hope you will agree and join us. Volunteer. Get Involved. Be
boldly more present in your life. And dare to want more.

please visit
www.ontheten.org
Treatment Educat10n Network—TEN

From Brian Finch’s Blog at PositiveLife.com

O

n another note, despite my Tempura physical condition (lightly battered) after falling,
I’m still heading on my way over to the Gay Men’s Sexual Health Summit taking place
this week here in Toronto.

The other week when we were supposed to have been hit by a winter storm of “historic”
proportions, I had gone out shopping as who knew if we really were going to get a blizzard
come through or if it was to be another moment of Toronto weather fear-mongering.
If we were going to get hit, I didn’t want to need to go out and get anything. Additionally, and most importantly, I didn’t
want to head outside wearing running shoes, the only footwear I can wear while my foot heals from the bunion surgery.
The storm came by and went. As always we got the downtown version that always seems to be in need of a Viagra.
I didn’t fall.
(continued on page 6)
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TransAction

Promoting good health, happiness, education,
and support for the trans community
by Camilla Amaya, Program Manager

Nothing splendid has ever been achieved except by
those who dared believe that something inside of them
was superior to circumstance. ~Bruce Barton

F

or the past four years, transgender women and men
from all over the Denver metro area and even from
as far away as Colorado Springs and Grand Junction
have been attending TransAction groups and social events.
TransAction, like the trans community in general, includes
people from all walks of life, all races, poor & well to do,
homeless, educated, and so on. Some participants are
living with HIV and some need assistance to reduce their
risk of getting HIV. Others are in long-term relationships and
simply provide support for others. Bottom line is that our
program is by and for our community, and we understand
our own needs.

Treatment Educat10n Network—TEN

Trans people are at increased risk for being isolated
from family at an early age and needing survival skills
ffor food and shelter. We are
m
misunderstood
and
often
sshunned by the general GLBT
c
community. Most of us knew
a
at an early age that we were
““different” and struggled with
a sense of isolation in school
a
and at home. Self-medication
tthrough substances, difficulty
ffinding employment, and a
g
general lack of acceptance
b
by society presents a difficult
existence. TransAction provides a safe, fun, drop in space
to chat, use the computer, attend skills-building & support
groups, have a cup of coffee, watch a movie, learn hair and
makeup skills, and find gently used but stylish clothing.
(continued on page 11)
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Servicios de la Raza

From Brian Finch’s Blog

ervicios de la Raza has been a leader in providing
comprehensive, culturally and linguistically relevant
services to many individuals and families throughout
Denver and its surrounding communities. Servicios is
a “one-stop shop” that offers six different programs that
meet a wide array of needs of everyone. In honor of March
10th, National Women and Girl’s HIV/AIDS Awareness
Day, Servicios would like to highlight services that speak
to the needs of women,
especially women living
with HIV/AIDS.

The day after was another story. Two steps out of bed and
bam–I slip and fall.

S

Serving the Community Since 1972

The La Gente Program
offers free medical case
management and mental
health therapy to women
(and men) living with
HIV/AIDS. In addition,
Servicios
offers
free
HIV testing and safe sex
kits to the community.
Within the La Gente
Program,
participants
receive health education,
financial, transportation,
food bank assistance,
client advocacy, and more. Although La Gente has its
own therapy and counseling services, Servicios also has
a Mental Health Program, which provides psychiatric
evaluations, medication therapy, individual, family and
group therapy, and mental health case management.

(continued from page 3)

In a millisecond I extended my arm out to break the fall and
heard a popping sound and a lot of pain.
I know, I know, my critics will say, “Oh there goes attention
seeking Brian” And you’ve got me there, I will do just about
anything so I can put myself out there, including causing
bodily harm.
On the phone with Bob Leahy of Green Acres, I’m telling
him about my fall. He jokingly responds with, ”That’s what
old people do.”
“I know! It’s HIV & Aging”
Maybe it’s time for me to get a life alert!
Later I wrote on my Facebook status “I know I’m getting old
when the only sling I get into is one for my arm.”
My elbow is sprained, and at times – yes – it’s in a sling. No
matter how I try to say it, it always sounds dirty.
So for now I’m on the R.I.C.E. plan: rest, ice, compression
and elevation.
Now I just need someone to point me in the direction of our
local Life Alert salesman.

Servicios understands that many women living with HIV are
often times survivors of domestic violence, perhaps have
even contracted HIV from an abusive intimate partner.
Servicios’ VISTAS Program (Victims in Safe Transition
and Self-Sufficiency) provides case management, victim
advocacy, legal services, and mental health therapy
specifically for domestic violence victims and their family
members. VISTAS offers support for women affected by
verbal and emotional abuse, not solely physical violence.
For women with infants and other children, the JUNTOS
Program offers case management, food & clothing
(including formula & baby food), child passenger safety
seats, holiday season assistance, school supplies, and
more. Servicios also is able to offer youth education
employment and training assistance, which includes
services such as job readiness training, tutoring, college
preparation, mentoring, etc through the YES Program
(Youth Experiencing Success). Lastly, the ENTRA
Program (Everyone Needs Tender Respectful Attention)
offers application assistance with public health care
coverage enrollment forms (Medicaid, Medicare, CHP+)
and assistance navigating through alternative health care
coverage systems.
At Servicios, our values and mission drive the passion
we have demonstrated over 39 years of service to the
community, our heart. Servicios is not only an agency
ready and able to support and fight for your needs and
6

rights, but is also a well-respected organization, one that
is proud to be called your friend and your familia. For more
information about how Servicios can serve you, to schedule
an appointment with any of our staff, or to simply inquire
about other resources in the community, please contact us
anytime at 303.458.5851. Please also feel free to stop in
to check us out at 4055 Tejon Street, Denver, 80211. You
may visit us online at www.serviciosdelaraza.org and www.
facebook.com/serviciosdelaraza.
Treatment Educat10n Network—TEN

Brother Jeff’s Community Health
Initiative and Sacred Sistah Circle

B

by Brooklyn Dorsey

rother Jeff’s Cultural Center, founded in 1994 by Jeff
Fard, is located in the historic Five Points District in
northeast Denver—a space committed to fostering
growth, strength, and voice in the community.
Recently, Brother Jeff’s Community Health Initiative created a
new support group to address the specific needs of women.
Sacred Sistah Circle is a group of predominantly Black & African
American women, who gather together in a safe environment
that creates opportunities for the education, leadership
development, and personal growth of women, regardless
of their background or beliefs. The objective of Sacred
Sistah Circle is to enhance the personal and professional
development and discovery of women and community, by
sharing the female experience. This group provides resources
and referrals for women and families, education and awareness
about issues that affect women, and service projects that
benefit women and children in the community. Sacred Sistah
Circle is an all-inclusive group that embraces women of all
cultures, backgrounds, and ethnicities.
Sistah Circle meets monthly on the last Saturday of the month.
The location varies depending on the scheduled activity.
Tracy Fair, the facilitator, addresses topics such as: African
American women in the work place, African American women
raising children alone, and financial planning. Please contact
Brother Jeff or his staff at 303.297.0823, for information or to
make referrals, or feel free to stop by the office at 2836 Welton
Street, Denver, Colorado 80205.

“Women in Corrections” Program

G

by Rica Rodriguez-Pizarro

reetings! My name is Rica “Muneca” RodriguezPizarro, and I am the Criminal Justice Specialist/Care
Manager at the Empowerment Program. I run the
Women in Corrections (WIC) Program, which was founded
by Shannon Behning-Southall in 1997. Shannon was the
Founder and Executive Director of the Women’s Lighthouse
Project until it closed November 2010. It was then that Carol
Lease, the Executive Director of The Empowerment Program
decided to adopt the WIC Program and myself, in order to
continue the amazing work within the walls of The Denver
Women’s Correctional Facility (DWCF). It is there that I am
able to work one-on-one with women who are living with HIV/
AIDS. I make weekly visits to ensure medical needs are being
met, that they are receiving proper medications, and that
there is the needed support to maintain their health and well
being during their stay at DWCF.
When each of these ladies reaches their six-month marker
prior to release, I assist them with developing a re-entry plan;
help find resources they will need, and help them navigate the
systems. I attend parole hearings in support of their release
and work closely with Parole Officers and Case Managers to
ensure they get a fair shot at freedom with ongoing support.
I also provide DWCF staff with information and hold yearly
workshops on HIV/AIDS within the prison, to help them better
understand these ladies and their needs.
(continued on page 9)
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HIV Retreat Registration
Opens Mid-April

R

egistration for the 2011 HIV Retreats at Shadowcliff
will open mid-April. This year the retreats will be held:
July 28-31 and August 18-21.

These annual 3-day weekends are held at the Shadowcliff
Lodge, built on cliffs adjacent to Rocky Mountain National
Park, overlooking a lake, a roaring
stream, the mountains, and the
town of Grand Lake (about two
hours by car from Denver).
The purpose of the retreat is to
offer a proactive environment
where poz folks can empower
themselves with knowledge and
skills about health, living, and
coping …in a setting of friendship,
safety and acceptance…by providing an affordable 3-day
mountain getaway in an awesome setting with a full agenda
of educational, social, and other activities.
The weekend agenda has a full program of educational
workshops and interactive seminars, body therapies
(massage, chiropractic, reflexology, energy work and
acupuncture), discussion groups, and various other
sessions and social activities.
If needed, transportation is available from Denver through
a carpool. In an effort to make the retreat affordable for
all, the cost is on a sliding scale. Individuals on disability
or restricted income are eligible for a discounted rate of
$80; all others pay up to $195. The fee is all-inclusive and
covers 3 days lodging, all meals, all body therapies, and all
activities. The only out-of-pocket expenses are a gratuity for
the summer staff at the lodge, and gas money for the drivers
in the carpool.
Please note that the actual cost of the retreat is over $225
per-person. This is subsidized through fund-raisers, grants,
and generous donations from individuals.
For more information and to register online, visit:
www.OnTheTen.org and click on “Retreat.”
If you do not have access to the Internet, you may register
by phone (leave a message for Michael at 303.377.3127).
Space is limited and everyone is encouraged to register
as soon as possible. Feel free to contact Michael with
additional questions: retreat.shadowcliff@gmail.com or
303.377.3127.

visit www.gravitydenver.com
8
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My Journey (Lisa’s Story)

am a 21-year-old mother, wife, daughter, sister, and friend
living with HIV. Although living with this disease since the
age of 16 has not been easy, it is because of all the people
and support in my life that I have been able to realize I could
overcome this illness I live with and be at peace.
I try to find the positives in every situation. Trying to find an
answer and bring light to this situation was probably the
hardest thing I have ever been dealt. My first reaction was
“Why me?” I never deserved this. I thought my life was over
and that no one would ever love me. I felt like a disgrace to my
family and friends. I never wanted this or asked for this in my
life, but after all my pity, I realized that everything I was feeling
did have to be true and that the impact this awful thing made
on my life could be a change for the better.
I saw life from a new pair of eyes and really started to value my
life. Before my diagnosis I was a miserable young girl trying
to get thru life and wishing for guidance in a time that I felt
so lost. The feelings of loneliness and loss started to change
with this new outlook on life I was starting to experience.
What this diagnosis became for me was a blessing. I knew
that if I wanted to be healthy, I had to become very active
in my health care. At the time, being healthy seemed almost
impossible to me, but I stayed focused and persistent. I took
my meds and went to every doctor appointment. I am happy
to say I’ve been undetectable from nearly the diagnosis until
now, with a few blips here and there.
Five years have passed from that life-changing day. I have
been married for three years (and together with him for all five
years of my diagnosis). I am very thankful for my husband
for it was because of him that I knew I could be loved. He
loves me for who I am, not what I live with. At the time I found
out I was HIV+ we had already been in our relationship three
months. I hit a crossroads because I already cared for him
dearly, but I wasn’t sure how or if I wanted to tell him. I had a
deep conversation with my father and he advised me to tell
my boyfriend (and to be understanding if he decided he no
longer wanted to be with me).

Treatment Educat10n Network—TEN

“Women in Corrections” Program
(continued from page 7)

Upon their release, I follow them intensely the first year
assisting with paperwork, transportation, and advocacy. This
support helps them better understand social services, as well
as medical, judicial, and educational systems. This process
helps reduce recidivism rates dramatically, and helps them
become productive members of society. It also brings the
women to a healthier lifestyle medically, mentally, physically,
and emotionally. It provides them with the tools to work on
bringing healing and wholeness to their families; becoming
the mothers, sisters, aunts, and even grandmothers their
families need them to be, and that they desire to become.
I know first-hand of the barriers that can overwhelm these
women and discourage them from being successful. It gives
me great pleasure to be blessed with the opportunity to
contribute positive energy back into our communities and
help these women get back on the right track to living a
healthy and prosperous lifestyle!
The goal of the Women in Corrections Program is to help
women with an HIV/AIDS diagnosis in the correctional system
embrace a lifestyle that adds joy and comfort to the lives of so
many who have been affected by the negative and regretful
choices that once encompassed us.
So, I ended up telling him that night. He met me at the park
where we fell in love. I felt so numb like I couldn’t speak but I
knew he deserved to know. Through all my tears, expecting
to lose him, I told him my diagnosis. After a few moments of
silence he hugged me and said how sorry he was for me, that
he loved me and that it didn’t matter that I was HIV positive,
he still wanted to be with me. That was probably one of the
most beautiful moments in my life! He has been by my side
ever since. We have gone on to start a family since then. We
have a 15-month-old son and we are expecting a little girl in
February. My family is doing great. I am so grateful to have
such a supportive father, husband, sister, friends, and care
team at the CHIP clinic. Without all of them, who knows where
I would have ended up!
9

TransAction

How Has HOPE Helped Me…
HOPE Gave Me Hope…

(continued from page 6)

Last year, 30 participants attended Pride Day at Elitch’s
together, and it was the first time many of us went swimming
in public! That was a fun and exciting day for all of us. So many
people have become great friends through TransAction.
We also have regular barbecues, makeup/hair parties,
education about hormones, and luncheons. If a participant
is in need of hormones but does not have the money, we
have resources for him or her. Also, we have advocated with
facilities like the Delores Project so that trans women who
are homeless can receive shelter there. We’ve developed
resources so that we can assist people with various needs.
If a trans person is HIV+ and needs assistance, please
contact us. Our case managers and counselors will provide
support during their journey. Our substance abuse counselor
Corinthiah, provides wonderful, non-judgmental counseling.
Regular groups are every Wednesday from 4 to 6 pm, and
todos los lunes de 3 pm hasta 5 pm solamente in Español. We
are a program of It Takes a Village and our TransAction drop
in center is located next door at 1477 Lima Street, Aurora.
Contact me at 303.242.6313 for further information or just
drop in. We are always happy to see you!

I

by John R

t must have been around the middle of ‘08 that I heard
about the HOPE program. So here I was, trying just to
survive, by myself, lost all my money & friends, and any
decent place to live …to alcohol. Through poor judgment
and even poorer actions also driven by alcohol, I acquired
the HIV virus.
So here I was having just left CAP, and decided I would check
out this HOPE program. It is a place where we (people like
me) can hang out and get help in various ways. I initially went
there for the basics, food, a shower, wash some clothes, and
to get some needed rest from the ordeal of daily survival on
the streets and in the shelters.
This is how it is with HOPE. If you are HIV+ and have no
permanent housing, you are accepted there ...simple as that.
It took me awhile to get it through my thick head that being
sober -or clean- is also a requirement. The food is great. A
nice hot meal for lunch and some simple breakfast stuff is
usually around- coffee too. Like I said, you can wash clothes,
shower, and there are even some cots to nap on. Also, some
clothes are available from a small clothing bank. The staff will
also help keep track of your meds and medical appointments,
without being too bossy. Lisa is the lovely woman who runs
the place, and she has this wonderful delivery that works
very well with the do’s & don’ts about the place.
Anyway, this place helped me get back on my feet and seek
help for my alcoholism. In many ways, with much support, I
am reaching out now to anyone who can offer me help. For
this I am grateful.
HOPE = Homeless Outreach Pharmaceuticals Education

HOPE is a day-shelter located at:
1555 Race Street (rear entrance)
303.832.3354 (open for clients 8am–4pm.)
10
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To Survive or to Thrive …
that’s a good question!

E

by Kari Hartel

verywhere I look lately I see the question, “Are you
surviving or thriving?” Well, I thought I should sit
down and consider this concept. What exactly does
that mean? Isn’t and shouldn’t it be something different for
each person? Do people who aren’t positive think about
whether they’re surviving or thriving? I would venture to
say, no. And if that’s the case, then why are we suddenly
under so much pressure to have an answer?
By my calculations it’s because when you’re diagnosed
with HIV/AIDS you come face to face with the realization that
you’re going to die. No, it’s not going to be tomorrow with
any luck; although a lot of people being given this diagnosis
might think it will be. In reality, along with your diagnosis
you begin to realize that tomorrow, next week, next month,
next year or the next ten years are not promised to you. So,
we’re all in a sense living on borrowed time, positive or not.
Once you get your mind around that, where should you
look in order to start “thriving”?
Next comes the issue of disclosure. It’s hard to put yourself
out there and tell your closest friends that you are living
with HIV. They are the people that you have leaned on and
confided in before, but the thought of telling them can make
your stomach do flips and your heart race. I cannot tell you
that disclosing your status is an easy thing to do. There is
a lot of fear and stigma that comes with this disease, but
letting disclosure keep you locked inside a box is no way
to live. Even if you don’t want to shout your diagnosis from
the rooftops (it’s not for everyone) it is important to tell those
people closest to you. I cannot guarantee that people will
have a good reaction to your news, I wish I could. The best
advice I can give is to remember that even if only one or two
people react with the support that you deserve, it’s better to
have two more people in your support system, rather than
live in fear that one-day they’ll find out. Seek out new friends
and people who can relate to your diagnosis. Even though it
might seem overrated, it really can be pivotal.
My guess is the next thing that people who are diagnosed
start to think is “no one will ever love me.” I cannot begin to
tell you how important it is to acknowledge this little voice
inside of you that likely pops up after your diagnosis. If you
don’t acknowledge the voice, it can lead you down a path
that you wouldn’t travel without being diagnosed with HIV.
Realizing that you’re not damaged goods, and that you are
worth loving can be a bumpy journey. But ...take it from me,
you are worth knowing. You are worth loving. Even with HIV
you can still find you’re “happily ever after” (or happily this
week) whatever you’re looking for! Don’t forget that. It can
save you a lot of heartache at the end of the day. While each
person’s journey to “thriving” will look a bit different, I think
the most important thing is not to let your diagnosis paralyze
you. There are people in the community who are more than
willing to help you find the resources and support structure
to get you through your diagnosis, past the shock, out of
survival mode, and into “thriving.” Take advantage and live
well!
Treatment Educat10n Network—TEN
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Be a Woman About Yours
by Alexiendia Abrams.

“There’s more to me than the eye can see,
I’m a woman of purpose and destiny” Letitia Hodge

M

y name is Alexiendia Abrams but most people call
me Alexis. I’m 38 years young and was diagnosed
with HIV in May 2001. As I write, I am at a crossroads
as to start HIV medication or not. It’s a pretty scary place
to be and although I know what I have to do, my heart is
heavy about it. Do other people feel the same when they
are confronted with the fact that their health is not as good
as it once was? Or do they look at it as an opportunity to
become even healthier?
As a pre-op transsexual/transgender woman, many of
my experiences are unique, to say the least. When I was
diagnosed, I was in the Colorado Department of Corrections,
Denver Reception Diagnostic Center. I was on my way to
prison for possession of controlled substances. I’m pretty
sure that I became infected as a result of a gang rape during
a previous prison stint. Obviously, the combination of
substances,
s
trauma, and
finding
f
out my status was
a very difficult time for me.
The
T
doctor told me about
t testing process, but all
the
I heard from him was that I
was
w going to DIE! I felt as if
e
everyone
could look at me
a know. I felt like an alien
and
a
and
I isolated myself from
e
everyone.
Upon entering
T
Territorial,
the DOC facility
I was assigned to, I read
a lot of pamphlets and
s
spoke
to medical staff.
T
Territorial
has a lot of
transsexual
t
inmates and at
29, I knew most of the girls. I could talk with them about
my status. The first inmate, who I spoke with about this
(who was not transsexual) was the man who became my
partner/husband. I was scared to disclose, but was in love
and wanted honesty, truth, and understanding, so I gave
the same. Ten years later, we are still together.
Upon my release in 2004, I went to Colorado AIDS Project
and was referred to University Hospital since I lived in
Aurora. I was very fortunate to be assigned to Dr. Monica
Carten, a very kind and understanding physician. She was
very considerate and helped me with an endocrinologist to
address my need for hormones. I think it’s essential for an
HIV physician or any doctor working with trans women to
be able to understand the need for hormonal therapy. It’s
about well-being and emotional health, as well as physical
health. Soon after, I was referred to It Takes a Village and
was assigned a counselor. I started volunteering and doing
speaking engagements for them. The experience allowed
me to speak openly about my HIV status for the first time,
and to educate others. The staff helped me learn to truly
value myself. They keep everything real, but with respect
and honesty.
14

My husband was released from Territorial in December
2004, and we were married. We’ve moved to two different
cities since then, but always return to Aurora, which
is where we have the most support. I’ve received help
with understanding more about HIV, financial & housing
assistance, substance abuse treatment, support group
participation, and one-on-one counseling. Everyone is
family at It Takes a Village, and each participant receives
what is needed to overcome life’s obstacles. This year, I
was told I would need to begin HIV medication. I was crying
and overwhelmed by the thought of it. A volunteer peer
educator talked with me about the reality of my need for
these meds, what they do, and how they would impact my
life. I will be taking her to my appointment when I receive
my prescription, if for nothing else but to hold my hand.
I want other trans women, who are living with HIV to know
that you can be HIV positive, have a long-term relationship,
accomplish personal goals, and stay healthy. There are
resources available to help. I am looking forward to enrolling
in school to become a cosmetologist. My advice to others:
Be a woman about yours! Get tested and stay healthy.
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